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Abstract

Given the urgency of development problems world-wide, as well as the opportunities of open source appropriate technology (OSAT) to help expedite sustainable development goals, a better understanding of the barriers limiting the scaling of OSAT is needed. In this study, key organizations and researchers working in the field of appropriate technology (AT) were interviewed to identify barriers to OSAT. The data was analyzed via pattern coding and content analysis. Results reveal that among the most pressing problems for those working in the field of AT were the need for better communication and collaboration between the agencies and communities to share the knowledge and resources, and to work in partnership. Specific barriers include: i) AT seen as inferior or “poor person’s” technology, ii) technical transferability and robustness of AT, iii) insufficient funding, iv) weak institutional support, and v) the challenges of distance and time in tackling rural poverty. Finally, future work is outlined to better understand and overcome these barriers.
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1. Introduction

The urgency of reaching sustainable development goals has never been more critical given the rising world population, continued climate destabilization, peak oil and the effects of other potential resource scarcities in all parts of the world (IPCC, 2007; UN 2010). In addition, the majority of the Millennium Development Goals are still out of reach (Black, 2007; WHO 2010), and some argue that despite the billions of dollars of aid distributed since 1950s, there is very little palpable improvement for the world’s poorest regions (Black, 2007). The urgency is easy to understand: about 2.6 billion people on the planet have no access to safe drinking water or hygienic toilets (WHO, 2010), 4 billion people sustain themselves and their families on less than $2 per day (UN, 2010), while over 1 billion people are estimated to live in dire poverty surviving on less than $1 a day. Furthermore, approximately 10.8 million children under the age of five die each year from preventable causes (WHO, 2007), of which access to safe drinking water, proper sanitation and nutrition are the most pressing and most preventable.

While a generally agreed upon component of development includes a successful technology transfer, development of any form is a very complex process because it functions within equally complex social, technical, political and economic variables. Even within the technological components of development alone there are
variables whose positive and negative effects cannot always be fully foreseen or predicted (Smillie, 2000). Smith explains in Science and Technology for Development that “No matter how tightly science and technology are entwined with development, the relationship only ever reflects a slice of all of which that development represents” (Smith, 2009). Thus, history has no shortage of failed attempts of transferring foreign highly-mechanized and energy-intensive technologies in anticipation of a successful uptake, or in poor assumptions of technical results being identical in different geographical, social and political realms (Chambers, 1983; Carr, 1985; Black, 2007; Smith, 2009). Too often the emphasis of projects focuses solely on technology, or the wrong type of technology that does not match particular cultural, social, economic or political circumstances (Schumacher, 1973; Chambers, 1983; Carr, 1985; Smith, 2009). Examples of blatant disregard for local conditions and sustainability include large-scale energy projects like dams that dislocate thousands and change landscapes and ecosystems, or introducing highly mechanized mono-agricultural machinery for straight line harvesting in areas where agriculture is small scale, community owned and engaged in poly-culture (Black, 2007). Other examples can be more subtle in severity, but also demonstrate complexity of development process and the importance of local conditions in project planning. Such examples include: i) introducing bicycle grinders to communities where traditionally women grind flour, but only men drive bicycles; ii) promoting smokeless cooking stoves for respiratory ailments when smoke helps communities combat mosquitoes and malaria; or iii) building solar cookers in places where traditional meals are served in late evening (Ryan and Vivekananda, 1993). The reality of development is such that even when all of the proper feasibility studies and planning take place, the integration of any new or modified component to people's lives is not without an effect. This is especially the case when it comes to introduction of technology (Temner, 1997; 2004). Adding technological elements to any social, political or economic fabric can react in unexpected ways because technology itself is influenced by those elements in which it operates. James Smith explains: “All technologies carry with them risks, be they foreseen, unforeseen, or little understood. Conversely, the benefits of technologies may be far greater than we can foresee. We respond to these uncertainties by attempting to maximize the benefits and minimize the risks of technological change.” (Smith, 2009). In the same sense, as technology does not function isolated from social relationships (Carr, 1985; Thomas, 1994; Smith, 2009), and yet even the simplest of technologies can improve and save lives, more emphasis and research is needed on ways technology is introduced, designed and transferred into developing communities, and how to improve the process.

A great cause for optimism is in the fact that aid funding is growing globally (UN, 2010), and so are the number of agencies working in the field of sustainable development. Sustainable development today can be given a more rigorous definition than used commonly by WCED (1987), as being defined as that which leads to societies of agencies working in the field of sustainable development. Sustainable development today can be given a more rigorous definition than used commonly by WCED (1987), as being defined as that which leads to societies which live within the self-perpetuating limits of its environment. That society is not necessarily a no growth society, it is rather a society that recognizes the limits of conventional growth and looks for alternative ways of development (Coomer; 1979). In addition, there is a renewed interest in the field of appropriate technology (AT) for sustainable development (Buitenhuizes et al., 2010). Appropriate technology can be defined as such technologies that fit local conditions and are easily and economically utilized from readily available resources by local communities to meet their needs (Sawhney et al., 2002; Buitenhuizes et al., 2010). As such, AT criteria can incorporate innovations such as water purifiers, irrigation systems, biodigesters, food grinders, processors and solar cookers, but can also include more 'high-tech' or complex technologies such as solar photovoltaic powered lanterns, electricity generation, cell-phones and computers, which are becoming integral components of many developing communities (Arunachalam, 2002; Tcheeko et al., 2006; Ashraf et al., 2007). As Ian Smillie points out in Mastering the Machine: Poverty, Aid and Technology: “The issue for developing countries is not a trade-off between high and low technologies: it is a trade-off between appropriate and inappropriate technologies” (Smillie, 2000). The positive impact of relatively simple life saving technologies such as water purification systems could make is substantial (Hashmi & Pearce, 2011), and yet the research and development (R&D) investments in AT have been declining over the decades compared to the continuous investment in research of large-scale high-tech techniques (Jequier, 1976; Carr, 1985; Pursell, 1993; NCAT, 2011). As such, despite more than a quarter century of development, there has not yet been much uptake of AT in research or as a principle means of enabling sustainable development by most development organizations, donors, or the mainstream public. In addition, while there are a growing number of organizations, researchers and communities working on facilitating sustainable development through AT all around the world, the full capacity and potential of that research and knowledge is largely untapped because it is not often published or shared with the communities who need the information (Pearce et al., 2011). The research tends to be scattered and very much influenced by trial and error because of work happening in isolation (Pearce, 2007; Buitenhuizes et al., 2010). Therefore, it has been proposed that using the open collaborative principles from the highly successful open source software movement, which is currently responsible for over 50% of Internet software (Deek & McHugh, 2008; Netcraft
Web, 2011), collaborative open source appropriate technology (OSAT) design could significantly improve development efforts all around the world (Sawhney, 2002; Buitenhuis et al., 2010; Pearce et al., 2011). The open source component of AT would allow for continuous improvements of development solutions because knowledge and technologies would be shared and built on collaboratively. In fact, open source innovation, crowd-sourcing and collaborative work are growing in application worldwide (Benkler, 2006; Chesbrough, 2003; Watson, 2009) and the same principles can also be instrumental to development efforts. Further advances in information and communication technology software and hardware have allowed for new ways disseminate information via wikis, Internet and mobile phones, making the plausibility of OSAT a reality (Sawhney, 2002; Pearce & Mushtaq, 2009; Buitenhuis et al., 2010). Early studies and examples of this topic shows that the collaborative design processes, appropriate tools, and access to technical information enables more effective and rapid development of AT for both industrialized and non-industrialized regions (Sawhney, 2002; Buitenhuis et al., 2010). Given the urgency of the development problems world-wide, as well as the opportunities of OSAT to help expedite sustainable development, the need to identify and diagnose the barriers to scaling up OSAT are clear. This study undertook interviews of key organizations and researchers working in the field of AT, as well as those involved with the open data movement, to identify barriers to OSAT and suggest solutions. The barriers from the interviews were compared to those previously identified in the literature, coded, analyzed and discussed with future work outlined.

2. Background

2.1 Appropriate Technology for Sustainable Development

AT was first conceptualized as 'intermediate technology' by the economist E.F. Schumacher in the 1970s in his influential book Small is Beautiful: Economics as if People Mattered (Schumacher, 1973). Schumacher's principles on economy and development were very much influenced by Buddhist philosophy, as well as his own work in developing countries as an economic adviser. Such experience prompted him to conclude that local self-reliance, meaningful work and development that match local conditions are the necessary requirements of any successful development project. He suggested how the most appropriate type of technologies for developing countries are likely to be a range of 'intermediate technologies' that are "more productive than the often labour-intensive, inefficient traditional technologies, but less costly and more manageable than the large scale, labour saving but capital intensive technologies of the industrialized society (Evans & Adler, 1979). Inspired by permanence, Schumacher also called for a re-evaluation of the gross national product as the sole measure of development success and human happiness, and stressed the need for "meaningful, creative and purposeful work" utilizing "accessible, small scale and appropriate technology, which are compatible with human need for creativity" (Schumacher, 1973). In addition, Schumacher advocated for demand-led innovation of technologies that are elegant, low energy, economical and designed to match the purpose and needs of those that use it. In other words, less can be more when introducing appropriate tools and technologies that may seem smaller in scale and complexity, but will be utilized more effectively by the communities (Chambers 1983; Hazeltine & Bull, 1999).

Today, AT is a concept based on sustainable and smart engineering, working within local contexts and environments, and designing with end-users in mind (Buitenhuis et al., 2010). The AT criteria incorporates small scale, sustainable technical innovations, including the theoretical 'know-how' or the software components of design and function, as well as traditional knowledge and biomimicry. A growing number of authors claim that the field of AT can be of significant assistance in sustainable development: namely provide food and water security, health, education, and also provide dignified work for world's millions (Schumacher, 1973; Jequier, 1976; Chambers, 1983; Carr, 1985; Hazeltine & Bull, 1999; Smillie, 2000; Sawhney et al., 2002; Pearce & Mushtaq, 2009; Buitenhuis et al., 2010). However, a number of barriers stand in the way of AT reaching more of a critical mass engagement and use. Some barriers are purely technical in nature, while others have roots in social, economical, geographical and political arenas, demonstrating the complex nature of the development process (Jequier, 1976; Chambers, 1983; Carr, 1985; Hazeltine & Bull, 1990; Smillie, 2000). Furthermore, the barriers are often interconnected and thus require even more rigors study and understanding to enable the fullest potential of OSAT.

2.2 AT Barriers: Defining principles

Even the definition of appropriate technology can be a significant barrier. If defined too rigidly, AT can be seen as holding back modernization and infringing on competitiveness by denying developing regions the same technology as in developed regions (Carr, 1985). Along the same vein, such arguments also give rise to a new form of neocolonialism implying that modern technology is not right for developing countries and therefore they
should receive second-best or more primitive technology (Carr, 1985). This response to the concept of AT is common, yet none of these are actual implications of the AT principles because as the definition of AT indicates, the emphasis is on utilizing technology that works best for a given location and circumstance. If the technology in question is smaller in size, scale, cost, complexity, uses local materials, eliminates the need for patents and royalties, involves decentralized renewable sources of power, and is easy to operate and fix by local communities, then these are the advantages not the drawbacks. As Nicolas Jéquier explains in *Appropriate Technology: Problems and Promises*, “the aim of AT in principle is generally not to replace an existing industrial systems but to promote technological innovation in the areas where it is weak or ineffective” (Jéquier, 1976). Carr also reminds that the primary function of AT is to enhance the economic position of those who have not been given the opportunity to fully participate in the current development process - namely the rural, isolated and impoverished people (Carr, 1985). As such, the AT definition can vary depending on the circumstances. Understanding that what may be appropriate in some places may not be in others, especially given the changing nature of human societies and technology throughout the world, AT can also be defined as that which is appropriate for a particular community at that time and place in terms of size, scale and useability (Pursell, 1993). While this is a simple enough concept in theory, putting it to practice has been a challenge due to a multitude of additional barriers, as well as the difficulty of assessing technology appropriateness.

2.3 AT Barriers: Technical Aspects

Given the complexity of technological design, implementation and dissemination, constraints of permanence, robustness and transferability of AT to technical, political and economic spheres have also been identified as key barriers (Carr, 1985; Smith, 2009). No technology truly survives the test of time, given that human innovation never stops, but fundamental differences in the purchasing power of those living on $2 a day, versus the rest of the world is the reason why AT has to be robust and durable to thrive (Pearce et al., 2011). Compounding the challenge yet further is the difference between rural and urban development and the complications they bring. Firstly, the barriers of distance and time make it difficult to tackle rural poverty, which is segregated from the mainstream urban development and yet this is where development is needed the most (Chambers, 1983). Those living in rural areas may have similar needs to those living in urban areas, however many of the needs are drastically different and require equal attention (Chambers, 1983; Carr, 1985). In addition, technocratic over-emphasis, lack of institutional support, brain drain, ignorance and arrogance were also among the key barriers identified for rural development of AT (Chambers, 1983; Carr, 1985).

2.4 AT Barriers: Organizational Aspects

On an organizational level, barriers to successful AT implementation include access to stable funding, critical mass building and mainstream involvement, as well as a better institutional support for AT (Chambers 1983; Carr, 1985; Smillie, 2000). Other barriers include too much focus placed on the hardware only as opposed to the 'software' of the AT application, as well as outsider involvement often overshadowing the input of people for whom the technology is intended for, and on whom the success of AT depends (Carr, 1985). Considerable work is needed in ensuring a continuous feedback loop with the project stakeholders, and increasing the collaboration with the researchers in the field, as well as the communities employing the technology (Chambers, 1983; Black, 2007; Smith, 2009). In addition, more collaboration between researchers is needed to eradicate wheels being re-invented, lessons re-learned, as well as provide the solid knowledge base for continuous improvements and innovation for future (Pearce, 2007; Buitenhuis et al., 2010; Pearce et al., 2011).

3. Methodology

3.1 Data Collection

In total seventeen interviews were conducted with twenty one participants from the field of AT development and open data. The interviews followed the semi-structured 30 minute interview method as developed by Mikkelsen (1995), supplemented by informal conversational interview techniques (Babbie & Rubin, 2007). As such the interviews provided a wide enough scope to examine possible barriers and offer qualitative data on the most pressing barriers, while allowing ample time for the interviewees to elaborate on general development topic, and share supplemental details they deemed necessary furthering the scope of the research.

Questions included inquiry on the barriers to development in general, as well as barriers to the appropriate technology and open source / open access of data in research. Attempts were also made to balance the types of the respondents, but time restrictions for the project limited the ability to obtain equal representation of respondents from all sectors involved in AT development. The final interview breakdown included responses from five academics working in the field of development, eight non-governmental organizations, one governmental, as well as feedback from two entrepreneurial organizations and two independent activists and
The research also included feedback from the entrepreneurial sector - AYZH and Kopernik, as well as open data input was provided by the Canadian Crown Corporation - International Development Research Center (IDRC). The research also included feedback from the entrepreneurial sector - AYZH and Kopernik, as well as open data movement activist David Eaves and development activist Vinay Gupta.

The majority of the prospective interviewees were chosen by the 'reputation method' style as devised by Laumann and Knocke (1987), which implies that respondents are selected based on their merit and reputation in the field. The field of AT is still growing, but there are about a dozen organizations and individuals considered at the forefront, which were thus chosen as the potential interview prospects. Several interviewees also came out of the field. The field of AT is still growing, but there are about a dozen organizations and individuals considered at the forefront, which were thus chosen as the potential interview prospects. Several interviewees also came out of the process of peer recommendation from discussions at the NCIIA Conference in 2010. Once the University ethics board clearance was granted, prospective interviewees were contacted via e-mail or in person with an invitation to the research, outlining the background of the study, providing sample questions and the consent form. A majority of the prospective interviewees agreed to the interview, of which all but one granted the permission to record the talk, and all but one gave permission to use their name in publications. Four of the interviews were conducted in person; two were via an e-mail correspondence, while the rest were skype / phone interviews. As per the ethics guidelines, the interview data, including audio files, transcriptions and consent forms are stored in a locked location on an encrypted disc.

3.2 Analysis Process

Once completed the interviews were transcribed and coded for key barrier categories which were counted to assess their frequency while extrapolating themes, patterns and top barriers. To analyze the data two techniques were employed: logical and pattern coding. First, the interview responses were analyzed using logical analysis procedures based on Patton (1990), which explored emergent themes and barriers throughout the interviews and their frequency. Next, the pattern coding was employed to group summaries of data into smaller number of overarching or linked themes (Miles & Huberman, 1984). Once all interviews were transcribed, key comments and responses were highlighted and coded via pattern grouping in regards to their relevance to social or technical barriers to AT, open access, and general development. The coded themes and their subsequent responses were then counted for frequency of use to provide numerical data and help identify the most pressing barriers.

4. Results and Discussion

Five barrier themes to OSAT development were identified through the process of coding the interviews: 1) social barriers, 2) communication and information specific barriers, 3) barriers to open source technology, 4) barriers to technology (AT or in general), and 5) social and technical barriers inter-connected. Figure 1 shows the frequency of response or the number of times certain barrier themes were brought up by the interviewees as a function of the five key coded categories.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the most often identified barriers were those that fell strictly in the social realm followed by communication and information category. Barriers to open source and technology in general were next biggest obstacles followed by the socio-economic category. To clarify: social barriers were those that dealt with culturally or socially specific undertones such as developing trusting relationships, particular cultural norms or dealing with socio-economic limitations. The theme of technological barriers refers to those that explicitly related to the technological problems such as technical robustness, specifications and functions. As society and technology are very much intertwined, a socio-technical theme was also identified. Barriers that fell into this category include definitions of technological appropriateness, local manufacturing, design of technologies and engineering methods, dissemination and adoption of technology, as well as marketing and advertising. Such a finding indicates once more that technology alone is not the sole component of development problems. Jeff Brown who works with Engineers without Borders USA agrees by saying: “The biggest challenges are cultural - some things (technologies) get picked up and some don't. There is room for anthropologists and social scientists here to study.”

In addition to the general category breakdown of key barrier themes listed in Figure 1, further analysis of the coded barrier categories provided a more in-depth analysis of key single barriers within those five categories. Figure 2 illustrates this qualitative breakdown of specific barriers and the number of times interviewees brought up a specific key barrier. As can be seen in Figure 2, the most single discussed barrier (twelve respondents) was the need for better collaboration with locals, NGOs and universities to share knowledge, data, and feedback so
not to have to reinvent technologies and to re-learn from past mistakes. This barrier came mainly from category 1 from Figure 1. Similarly, better communication and access to knowledge was another top issue brought up by nine respondents and falling in the information category in Figure 1. Researchers spoke of the need to share details and design specs of successful projects, as well as problems and limitations encountered in the field. The collaboration barrier was mentioned by respondents from all fields interviewed and as such is a clear indicator of its severity. If agencies in the field do not have access to relevant knowledge, and if they do not share the tools and resources effectively, then their effectiveness and impact is significantly hampered. In addition, chances of passing that same knowledge and practices to communities for their own self-directed development is also likely to be poor. Given that all of the respondents were aware of the problem and want it resolved, it is clear that the intent to collaborate is present, but the right tools and platforms to facilitate the exchange of knowledge and collaboration appear to still be missing - or are at least are not widely known. Better linkages with other agencies in the field, knowing who has what technologies, skills and tools to offer, as well as having the ways to showcase one's technology or needs are sure to help minimize problems with technological dissemination and implementation. As Roger Salway and Bert Rivers from Compatible Technology International explain, it is not enough to just build the technology - one also has to advertise and find ways to showcase you have a better mousetrap.

The next biggest identified obstacle to AT development involved the actual process of technological dissemination and implementation (eight respondents) including the adoption issues. This barrier is from the combined social and technical category in Figure 1. Jason Morris, an industrial designer from Western Washington University who worked on a collaborative cargo bicycle design project in Uganda notes how “Implementation is a much harder problem than design, and includes barriers of manufacturing as well as acceptability and accessibility.” Interviews also revealed that the dissemination barrier was linked to other social and cultural issues such as stable access to funding, time constraints, as well as linking those with technology to those who need the technology. Similarly, the transfer of technology and techniques used are just as important in dissemination as the technology itself, as mentioned by four interviewees. Furthermore, five respondents commented on the impeccable importance of preliminary research and surveys to determine the appropriateness of technologies and projects, while four interviewees emphasized the significance of project continuity and community feedback. Appropriate Technology Collaborative (ATC), Compatible Technology International (CTI), Appropriate Infrastructure Development Group (AIDG), Practical Action and Global Resolve all cite that background research and studies are crucial in learning the needs, purchasing power and composition of communities, and as such were key factors for the success of their projects.

The reality of socio-economic limitations facing rural and disadvantaged people was also brought up and coincides with previous studies. In short, the price of technology has to match the purchasing power of communities. Steve Crowe, from AIDG and Alterna, also commented that another key to a successful project implementation is in technological versatility. For example, the AIDG's bio-digesters were successful because 'They are good for people's health and environment, but also provide energy and can be a source of income.' As he says: 'When you're worried about when you get the food for the next day you're not going to think about environment, health and the long term future', and this is where versatility or multi-faceted components of a particular technology can have an even more of an impact and improve dissemination. The need for better linkage with other agencies and marketing coincides with five respondents bringing up the growing importance of business partnerships to move technologies and projects forward, as well as being more inclusive of the private sector to help facilitate dissemination and business opportunities. The reality of socio-economic limitations facing rural and disadvantaged people is also a major barrier because as John Barrie, Director of ATC explains: “Poor people are very cautious with spending the little money they have, so it takes time to develop trusting working relationships, and for people to commit to projects and systems they are unfamiliar with.”

Within the economic barriers, both Moyo (2009) and Smillie (2000) as well as interviewees Vinay Gupta and John Barrie spoke of aid inefficiencies and problems of providing technology for free. Key drawbacks include lack of project continuity as well as market distortion because people may choose not to purchase a system in hope that a non-profit organization may come and bring one for free – which may or may not happen. This issue only strengthens the case to explore other creative financing options, such a micro-financing, in order to provide affordable life-saving solutions. Respondents such as Scott White (Kopernik), John Barrie (ATC) and Zubaida Bai (Ayzh) were particularly vocal about the potential of incorporating the private sector within development. Zubaida Bai explains 'Just because one thinks and works about social good doesn't mean one should live in poverty. One should be able to rise one's own livelihood and raise livelihood of others.' Scott White of Kopernik also notes that, 'This is an interesting time for social ventures, especially given the variety of business opportunities
available through the World Wide Web. Given the amount of respondents who commented on the problems of dissemination and uptake of technologies, problems of funding as well as aid, there is clearly room for social enterprises to enable healthy and creative marketplaces for the development of AT while working for and with communities that need them.

Another key barrier of AT uncovered in this study is that of the stigma associated with low-cost technologies. Seven respondents commented that AT is still considered low or second-rate technology. Zubaida Bai mentioned how ‘some people do not even consider AT to be technology, or they do not see how even simple things can change someone’s life’. Jason Morris agrees: ‘There is a social stigma attached to bicycles and that is that they are poor people’s technology. People ride cargo bikes only to be able to afford a motorcycle one day’. Activist Vinay Gupta comments how such mis-representation and low appeal of AT is one of the main culprits of poor public interest or funding by major agencies. Gupta is also quick to point out how structural competition between agencies for funding and projects also keeps AT out of the picture, which is an issue supported by the literature (Heyse, 2004; Moyo, 2009).

In terms of technology specific barriers, AT design, robustness, and the definition of AT were brought up as key components to a successful technological implementation. Bert Rivers from CTI emphasized the need to ensure technologies are robust and last, because once a technology become an integral part of a given community, as their food grinder did in Kenya, should something go wrong people’s livelihoods are jeopardized once more. Within the same scope six respondents also commented on the importance of having a broad AT definition with an emphasis on culturally specific undertones which ensures that the design and reach of AT matches local conditions, needs and purchasing power. In conjunction with the dissemination barrier category, three interviewees spoke of high shipping costs as well as duty charged on imports as a challenge for the implementation of OSAT projects. Three interviewees (Toby Cumberbatch, Vinay Gupta, Steve Crowe) also commented that while there may not be such a thing as universal engineering that fits all conditions, there is something to be said about the universal appeal, functionality and robustness of technologies, such as cell-phones, which are being adopted rapidly throughout the world. There are general functions which can apply globally with locally specific undertones, for the need to design robust, efficient and relevant technologies with the focus on demand led innovation. As Nicolas Jequier notes the ‘remarkable market receptivity to modern technology is not a coincidence: they are reliable, convenient, easy to use, relatively inexpensive and meet a need which traditional technology can either not meet or not as conveniently’ (Jequier, 1976). Thus it can be inferred that OSAT needs to be held to the same technical standards in order to be met with the same success.

The feedback in the arena of intellectual property, open source and open access concepts, showed a lot of support on the ground level due to cutting costs and compatibility (eleven respondents). However, it was noted that there is still some convincing to be done of open source reliability and security compared to the traditional proprietary solutions. Open Data Movement activist David Eaves and a researcher from IDRC Canada agreed that a big component of this is in people intuition of open source product quality. David Eaves explains how ‘free is not seen as trustworthy in terms of quality’ given that ‘people and governments are simply used to paying large amounts of money for products and services’. For Appropedia, ATC, Ayzh and Digital Green, open sourcing innovation and employing anti-proprietary solutions was a clear choice as these organizations were in part built on the concept. As Zubaida Bai points out, ‘if the goal is high quality low cost solutions, IP would impede on that vision….the main thing is that technology reaches the intended people and if that happens with copying they as a business are ready for it.’ Other respondents were open to OSAT principles, but felt there are still some issues to be worked out in regards to trust, privacy and security so one’s invention or innovation is not exploited. The issue of trust was the main barrier to a greater open source engagement for three respondents, while simply having the time to participate was noted by two respondents. Given the novelty of open source and copy-left licenses, lack of trust and familiarity are significant barriers to overcome in order to inspire a much larger participation and engage critical mass building. Work done by Arduino processing, Open Source Ecology, RepRap 3-D printing, Appropriate Technology Collaborative and Appropedia are excellent examples of the working model, but more needs to be done to showcase the ease and effectiveness of open source enterprises for hardware designs.

Given the quantity of collaboration and communication barriers, it does not come as a surprise that a majority of interviewees were interested in the idea of an online database or a repository for knowledge with features to enable collaboration and exchange of data. For example, Dr. David Grimshaw of Practical Action, who has also worked with Science for Humanity and DFID, believes that in the future ideas will be developed very differently, much in the style of crowd-sourcing. As such, he explains “there has to be a way to pool resources, technologies and ideas together”. Examples of this paradigm are already taking shape with AT online projects such as the (note 1) Appropedia Foundation, Catalytic Communities (CatComm) (note 2), and Engineering for Change (note 3),
which could have a significant benefits for AT development (Pearce et al., 2011). However, there is also shortcoming of self-directed online learning, as Jeff Brown noted: 'The web is a great repository of knowledge, but it is not a substitute for actual work in the field' and 'there is a danger of convincing yourself you know all the answers'. This, as well as the problem of accountability for technical designs and knowledge can be an issue for the collaborative approach. However, precautions such as extensive peer-review, voting and rating systems can help validate and identify trusted content. Vinay Gupta of Hexayurt was also in support of open access and open source for better knowledge and technology exchange, but he emphasized the danger of competing databases resulting in too much scattered information, and the need to find ways to consolidate the knowledge and databases into one stream. Still, the power and the potential of Internet technologies for facilitation of development and knowledge are obvious. Using the example of William Kamkwamba (2009), a fourteen year old boy from Malawi who designed a windmill electricity system for his family home based on a photo he saw at a library, Gupta explains, “Ten years from now there will be 2 billion people with a broadband Internet access, but no toilet. It is likely to believe they will go online and find solutions and self-educate using the Internet.”

The rise of “Do It Yourself” and “How-To websites”, instructional videos and countless online databases and encyclopedias of knowledge is certainly an indicator of that trend. Building a network of AT designs and sustainable development methods, as well as facilitating participation in no small task. In addition, the theme of development is complex and includes a multitude of social, technical, political and economic variables however, a considerable progress can be made by more collaborative innovation in utilization of the Internet and communication technologies for a more open, effective and self-directed development.

5. Limitations

Although this study successfully confirmed literature identified barriers and expanded the research on OSAT, it did suffer from several limitations. While the organizations and individuals interviewed for this study are among the top in their field, they nonetheless represented only a portion of those working with ATs and therefore barriers presented here are not complete. The objective was to obtain an equal number of respondents from all sectors of OSAT involvement, but do to time and other limitations, the break-down is not equal in representation and this should be addressed in future studies. Future research should expand the list of interviewees as much as possible and include as many voices involved in the AT development. In addition, this research focused on the biggest barriers to AT and OSAT, and thus the list of barriers provided is not exclusive. Future work should also include a larger number of open sources and open access organizations and explore open source hardware barriers in relation to open source software. In addition, future work should also include viewpoints from the manufacturing AT industry, as well as of critics of appropriate technologies and those who see serious limitations to this kind of open collaborative development process. Finally, and most importantly, the future work should focus on obtaining feedback from communities employing the technologies to get further insight into their needs and viewpoints on barriers and development of AT.

6. Conclusions

The results of this study indicate that the primary barriers to the deployment of open source appropriate technology includes: 1) social barriers, 2) communication and information specific barriers, 3) barriers to open source technology, 4) barriers to technology (AT or in general), and 5) social and technical barriers connected.

The quantity and magnitude of social barriers was significant and often conjoined with technical and communication components. This indicates that technology alone cannot be expected to solve development problems as it is only one piece of the puzzle. The second most significant barrier identified by the interviewees was the need for better communication as well as access to information, signaling the need for more collaboration between agencies working in the field of sustainable development.

Further coding provided a more in-depth analysis of key single barriers. The greatest barrier identified was the need for more collaboration, better communication and exchange of knowledge, as well as concomitant problems of technological dissemination associated with appropriate technology. Additional barriers included the stigma of AT as inferior or “poor person's technology”, barrier of cultural appropriateness, as well as problems of technological robustness, transferability and the fit within current industrial and economic systems. In addition, the need for better marketing, social venture opportunities and business partnerships were also viewed as increasingly important component for successful AT dissemination efforts. In general, interviewees were receptive to the core principles of knowledge commons, open source and innovation through collaboration and this may indicate a new positive trend in how knowledge is shared and built in future.

The results of this study demonstrate that the open source appropriate technology movement is incomplete and future work is needed to overcome the identified barriers. The interest and awareness of the benefits brought on
by better collaborative methods is clearly established, and perhaps what is missing are the right tools and interfaces to allow for that collaboration to reach full capacity. This topic is worth pursuing in a much greater detail given the benefits of improved effectiveness and efficiency for researchers, organizations and communities working together to solve sustainable development challenges, and improve technological dissemination worldwide. More needs to be done to encourage, showcase and allow for open access / open source knowledge building to take place.
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